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Overview

• The Monte Carlo method 

• A short introduction to Geant4 

• The transport of particle 

• Geometry and scoring 

• Running an example 

• You can download examples and slides from:  
http://www.roma1.infn.it/~mancinit/Teaching/Trento/
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For these slides I took inspiration from: 
• M. Asai (SLAC, Stanford) 
• A. Dotti (SLAC, Stanford) 
• S. Incerti (CNRS, Bordeaux) 
• L. Pandola (INFN-LNS, Catania)

http://www.roma1.infn.it/~mancinit/Teaching/Trento/


Monte Carlo

staff members made their pilgrimages to
ENIAC to run Monte Carlo problems.
These included J. Calkin, C. Evans, and
F. Evans, who studied a thermonuclear
problem using a cylindrical model as well
as the simpler spherical one. B. Suydam
and R. Stark tested the concept of artifi-
cial viscosity on time-dependent shocks;
they also, for the first time, tested and
found satisfactory an approach to hydro-
dynamics using a realistic equation of
state in spherical geometry. Also, the dis-
tinguished (and mysterious) mathemati-
cian C. J. Everett was taking an inter-
est in Monte Carlo that would culminate
in a series of outstanding publications in
collaboration with E. Cashwell. Mean-
while, Richtmyer was very actively run-
ning Monte Carlo problems on the so-
called SSEC during its brief existence at
IBM in New York.

In many ways, as one looks back, it
was among the best of times.

Rapid Growth. Applications discussed
in the literature were many and varied
and spread quickly. By midyear 1949 a

symposium on the Monte Carlo method,
sponsored by the Rand Corporation, the
National Bureau of Standards, and the
Oak Ridge Laboratory, was held in Los
Angeles. Later, a second symposium was
organized by members of the Statistical
Laboratory at the University of Florida in
Gainesville.

In early 1952a new computer, the MA-
NIAC, became operational at Los Ala-
mos. Soon after Anthony Turkevich led
a study of the nuclear cascades that result
when an accelerated particle collides with
a nucleus. The incoming particle strikes
a nucleon, experiencing either an elastic
or an inelastic scattering, with the latter
event producing a pion. In this study par-
ticles and their subsequent collisions were
followed until all particles either escaped
from the nucleus or their energy dropped
below some threshold value. The “exper-
iment” was repeated until sufficient statis-
tics were accumulated. A whole series of
target nuclei and incoming particle ener-
gies was examined.

Another computational problem run on
the MANIAC was a study of equations

THE FERMIAC

The Monte Carlo trolley, or FERMIAC, was
invented by Enrico Fermi and constructed
by Percy King. The drums on the trolley
were set according to the material being tra-
versed and a random choice between fast
and slow neutrons. Another random digit
was used to determine the direction of mo-
tion, and a third was selected to give the dis-
tance to the next collision. The trolley was
then operated by moving it across a two-
dimensional scale drawing of the nuclear
device or reactor assembly being studied.
The trolley drew a path as it rolled, stopping
for changes in drum settings whenever a
material boundary was crossed. This infant
computer was used for about two years to
determine, among other things, the change
in neutron population with time in numerous
types of nuclear systems.

of state based on the two-dimensional
motion of hard spheres. The work was
a collaborative effort with the Tellers,
Edward and Mici, and the Rosenbluths,
Marshall and Arianna (see “Monte Carlo
at Work”). During this study a strategy
was developed that led to greater com-
puting efficiency for equilibrium systems
obeying the Boltzmann distribution func-
tion. According to this strategy, if a sta-
tistical “move” of a particle in the sys-
tem resulted in a decrease in the energy
of the system, the new configuration was
accepted. On the other hand, if there was
an increase in energy, the new configu-
ration was accepted only if it survived a
game of chance biased by a Boltzmann
factor. Otherwise, the old configuration
became a new statistic.

It is interesting to look back over two-
score years and note the emergence, rather
early on, of experimental mathematics,
a natural consequence of the electronic
computer. The role of the Monte Carlo
method in reinforcing such mathematics
seems self-evident. When display units
were introduced, the temptation to exper-
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Introduction to the 
Monte Carlo method 

The trolley drew a path as it rolled, stopping for changes in drum 
settings whenever a material boundary was crossed. 

This infant computer was used for about two years to determine, 
among other things, the change in neutron population with time in 

numerous types of nuclear systems.  

Image from “The Beginning of Monte Carlo Method,  
N. Metropolis 1987

The Monte Carlo trolley, or FERMIAC, was invented by 
Enrico Fermi and constructed by Percy King. The drums on 
the trolley were set according to the material being traversed 
and a random choice between fast and slow neutrons. 
Another random digit was used to determine the direction of 
motion, and a third was selected to give the distance to the 
next collision. The trolley was then operated by moving it 
across a two-dimensional scale drawing of the nuclear 
device or reactor assembly being studied. 

The “FERMIAC”
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Monte Carlo methods

• It is a mathematical approach using a sequence of 
random numbers to solve a problem  

• Stochastic quantities (e.g.: average value of mm of rain)  

• Deterministic problems (definite integral)  

• Generate N random “points”      in the problem space 

• Calculate                                 and 
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Monte Carlo methods

• Comte de Buffon (1777): needle tossing experiment to calculate the π;  

• Laplace (1886): random points in a rectangle to calculate π;  

• Fermi (1930): random approach to calculate the properties of the newly 
discovered neutron;  

• Manhattan project (40’s): simulations during the initial developments of 
thermonuclear weapons;  

• Von Neumann and Ulam coined the term ‘Monte Carlo’ (1949);  

• Exponential growth of the electronic computers (40’s-60’s);  

• Berger (1963): first complete coupled electron-photon transportation code 
‘ETRAN’. 
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Example of an integral

• What if you have to calculate the integral of a function as:

f(x) = 1.4
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Example of an integral

• Using the acceptance-rejection 
method


• The orange points are the 
accepted (n)


• The blue are the rejected  
(N = accepted + rejected)
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Let’s calculate p
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Let’s calculate p
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Let’s calculate p

• Is there a way to speed up the
convergence of the
computation?
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Let’s calculate p

• Is there a way to speed up the 
convergence of the 
computation?

• Use the symmetry!

• This is the method for calculating 
p was proposed by Laplace in 
“Théorie Analytique des 
Probabilitiés” (1825)!
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Use the simmetry!
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Random Numbers Generators
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Random Numbers Generators

• At the core of all Monte Carlo calculations is some mechanism to
produce a long sequence of random numbers ri that are uniformly
distributed over the open interval [0,1)
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Random Numbers Generators

• At the core of all Monte Carlo calculations is some mechanism to 
produce a long sequence of random numbers ri that are uniformly 
distributed over the open interval [0,1)

• Digital computers, by design, are incapable of producing random results 

• A true random sequence could, in principle,  
be obtained by coupling to our computer  
some external device that would produce a  
truly random signal 

• However, use of such a random number  
generator would not be practical! 

• Imposible to debug!
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Pseudo-random Number Generators

• Such a generator is a deterministic algorithm that, given the previous 
numbers (usually just the last number) in the sequence, the next 
number can be efficiently calculated  

• x0 is called “seed” 

• A unique seed returns a unique random number sequence  

• It is important to use a new seed every time that a random 
selection is initiated 

• A typical error is the use of the same seed for multiple generation, 
which leads to the generation of the same sample of random 
numbers

xn+1 = f(xn, xn�1, ..., x0)
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Pseudo-random Number Generators

• Because the set of numbers directly representable in the 
computer is finite, the sequence will necessarily repeat  

• The length of the sequence prior to beginning to repeat is 
called period 

• Many pseudo-random number generators have been 
proposed and used over the years in a wide variety of 
Monte Carlo work.  

• Designing better random number generators (and test 
them) is still an active area of research 
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Bad PRNG: RANDU

• Linear congruential PRNG used 
since ’60 

• Was the most widely used random 
number generator in the world 

• Developed by IBM 

• Three-dimensional plot of 100,000 
values generated with RANDU 

• Each point represents 3 
consecutive pseudorandom values

[Image from Wikipedia]
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Simple case: decay in flight

• Suppose a p+ with momentum p 

• The life time is a random value with a pdf 

• Therefore, t can be sampled from the inverse of the 
cumulative:

f(t) =
1

⌧
exp

✓
�1

⌧

◆

r 2 [0, 1)

t = F�1(r) = �⌧ ln(1� r)
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Simple case: decay in flight

• Select the decay channel:  
 
 
 

• In the CM frame the decay is isotropic 

• Finally, Lorentz-boost in the Lab. frame 

• 4 random numbers for one decay!

[table from PDG]

✓ 2 [0,⇡); � 2 [0, 2⇡)
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Problem
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Problem

• Why did I sampled q and f in the CM frame?
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Problem

• Why did I sampled q and f in the CM frame?

• What if I sample uniformly                                       ?

• The extracted points gather  
in the centre  

• A uniform distribution in  
polar coordinates is not  
uniform in orthogonal  
coordinate system

✓ 2 [0, 2⇡); r 2 [0, 1)
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Particle tracking

• It is the most common application of MC in Particle 
Physic 

• Assume that all the possible interactions are known 

• The distance s between two subsequent interactions is 
distributed as  

• Being     a property of the medium

p(s) = µ exp(�µs)

µ
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Particle tracking

•    is proportional to the probability of an interaction per 
unit length, therefore: 

• is proportional to the total cross section  

•     are the partial cross section of all the competing 
processes 

• depends on the density of the material 
(     is the number of scattering centres in the medium)

µ = N� = N
X

i

�i =
X

i

µi

µi

N
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Particle tracking

• Divide the particle trajectory in “steps” 

• Straight free-flight tracks along the step 

• Could be limited by geometry boundaries 

• Sampling the step length accordingly to 

• Sampling the interaction at the end of the step 

• Sampling the interaction accordingly to 

• Sampling the final state using the physics model of the interaction  

• Update the properties of the primary particle 

• Add the possible secondaries produced (to be tracked later)

p(s)

µi/µ

i
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Particle tracking

• Follow all secondaries, until absorbed  
(or leave the geometry) 

•     depends on the energy (cross sections do!)µ
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Tracking, not so easy…

• This basic recipe doesn’t work well for charged particles 

• The cross sections of some processes (ionisation and 
bremsstrahlung) is very high, so the steps would be 
very small 

• In each interaction only a small fraction of energy is 
lost and the effect on the particle are small 

• A lot of CPU time used to simulate many interactions 
having small effects
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The solution: approximate

• Simulate explicitly interactions only if the energy loss is 
above a threshold E0 (hard interactions) 

• Detailed simulation 

• The effects of all sub-threshold interactions is described 
cumulatively (soft interactions) 

• Hard interactions occur much less frequently than soft 
interactions
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Flowchart of an event

Next particle

Still alive
Ekin > cut

Inside World

Continuous part
(along the step)

Find next step
(physics process or
volume boundary)

Discrete part
(post step)

Create new particles

Energy deposits
Fields effects

End of the Event

End of the particle

Yes

No

YesNo
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…luckily enough, somebody else already 
implemented the tracking algorithms for us 

(and much more)
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Radiaton Simulaton and Monte Carlo Method - M. Asai (SLAC)

A short introduction to 
Geant4 A sketch of the ATLAS MC simulation

[courtesy of A. Dotti]
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Geant4 (GEometry ANd Traking)

• Developed by an International Collaboration  

• Established in 1998 

• Approximately 100 members, from Europe,  
US and Japan 

• http://geant4.org 

• Open source 

• Written in C++ language 

• Takes advantage from the  
Object Oriented software technology

[Geant4, a simulation 
toolkit Nucl. Inst. and 

Methods Phys. Res. A, 
506 250-303 

Geant4 developments 
and applications 

Transaction on Nuclear 
Science 53, 270-278]
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Geant4 applications

• Physics experiments 

• but also: 

• Hadrontherapy 

• Radiobiology 

• and many others…
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user example, named “extended/medical/dna/clustering”. To check
the consistency of this new clustering algorithm, results of
simulations performed under the same conditions as those of Francis
et al. are presented. A box of 1 μm × 1 μm × 0.5 μm made of liquid
water is irradiated with protons with energy ranging from 500 keV
to 50 MeV. Simulations are performed using the default
“G4EmDNAPhysics” physics constructor. The probability that an in-

teraction point falls within a sensitive region is fixed to 0.2 (Francis
et al. have used a value of 0.16), and the probability that the energy
deposit induces a damage varies linearly between 5 eV and 37.5 eV
(as in Francis et al.). The maximum limit distance to merge points
was tuned to reproduce the DSB/SSB ratio published for DBSCAN
[89] and PARTRAC [90]. We found that this distance could be set
at 3.3 nm to reproduce published data, as presented in Fig. 10a,
whereas Francis et al. used 3.2 nm. These differences may be at-
tributed to the difference between physical models as we found that
the distance criterion in our algorithm was dependent on the elastic
scattering model. In addition to the number of single, complex single
and double strand breaks, our clustering user application stores the
cluster size distribution corresponding to the result of the merging
procedure as presented in Fig. 10b.

Figure 7. The 5-compaction levels of the DNA molecule description used in the example “extended/medical/dna/wholeNuclearDNA”: double helix around the histone protein
(nucleosome) (two views on top row), B-type chromatin fiber (center row), chromatin loops (bottom left row) and chromosome territories within an ellipsoidal cell nucleus
(bottom right row). Geometry implementation is further described in [80].

Figure 8. Two linked nucleosomes in a newly developed Geant4 geometry of the
DNA molecule.

Figure 9. Rendering of the atomistic view of a dinucleosome irradiated by a single
100 keV proton using the “extended/medical/dna/pdb4dna” Geant4-DNA example
(see details in [81]).

871M.A. Bernal et al./Physica Medica 31 (2015) 861–874

atomistic view of a dinucleosome 
irradiated by a single 100 keV proton 
Image from M. A. Bernal et al Physica Medica, vol. 31, no. 8, pp. 

861–874, Dec. 2015.



Geant4, further applications

• Radio-protection in space mission 

• Shielding for satellites 

• Single event upset and radiation 
damages to electronics 

• Simulations for nuclear spallation 
sources 

• Radioactive waste

1 ESA UNCLASSIFIED – For Official Use               Geant4 SUWS, 26.8.2015 

ESA Geant4 R&D activities 
 
Petteri Nieminen, Giovanni Santin, 
Hugh Evans, Piers Jiggens 
 
Space Environments  
and Effects Section 
European Space Agency 
ESTEC 
 
Geant4 Space Users’ Workshop,  
Hiroshima, 26 August 2015 

 
 
 

Figure from M. Sawant, COTS Journal Jan. 2012

Space radiation protection

The	components	of	space	radiation	that	are	of	

concern	are	high	energetic	charged	particles,	

especially	protons from	the	Sun		and	heavier	

ions	from	galactic	cosmic	rays

(C2H4)n	is	foreseen	to	be	used	in		

spacecraft	shielding.

Corresponding	fragmentation	cross	

sections	are	important	for	dose	

estimate	to	the	astronauts

Energy:	

100	MeV/n	to	10	GeV/n

Projectiles:

H,	He,	C,	O,	Si	and Fe	

Norbury,	 J.	W.	et	al.	"Review	of	nuclear	physics	 experimental	

data	for	space	radiation." Health	physics 103.5	(2012):	640-642.

FOOT	could	explore	He,	C,	O	

beams	@		100-400	MeV/u

First slide of the talk “ESA Geant4 R&D Activities 
from the Geant4 Space User Workshop 

Hiroshima, 26 August 2015
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Geant4 is a toolkit

• Geant4 is a toolkit (= a collection of tools) 
• i.e. you cannot run it out of the box 
• You must write an application, which uses Geant4 

• Consequences: 
• There are no such concepts as “Geant4 defaults” 
• You must provide the necessary information to configure your simulation 
• You must deliberately choose which Geant4 tools to use 

• Guidance: many examples are provided 
• Basic Examples: overview of Geant4 tools 
• Advanced Examples: Geant4 tools in real-life applications 
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You MUST:

• Describe your experimental set-up 

• Provide the primary particles input 
to your simulation 

• Decide which particles and 
physics models you want to use 
out of those available in Geant4 
and the precision of your 
simulation (cuts to produce and 
track secondary particles)
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You may also want to:

• Interact with Geant4 kernel to control your simulation 

• Visualise your simulation configuration or results 

• Produce histograms, tuples etc. to be further analysed
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Jargons

• Run, event, track, step, step point  

• Process  

•  At rest, along step, post step  

• Cut = production threshold  

• Sensitive detector, score, hit,  
hits collection, 
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A run in Geant4

• As an analogy of the real experiment, a run of Geant4 
starts with “Beam On”  

• A run is a collection of events  
which share the same detector  
and physics conditions  

• G4RunManager class manages  
processing a run  

• G4UserRunAction is the optional user hook 
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Just like a HEP experiment…

Target

Primaries 
e.g.: protons

Target

Detectors

Event 
one proton Step 

elementary 
interaction

Secondaries
Hard interaction

Track 
the properties of a particle 

in a specific moment
�35
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Physics List

• A class which collects all the particles, physics processes and 
production thresholds needed for your application 

• It tells the run manager how and when to invoke physics 
• It is a very flexible way to build a physics environment  

• user can pick the particles he wants 
• user can pick the physics to assign to each particle  

• But, user must have a good understanding of the physics 
required  

• Omission of particles or physics could cause errors  
or poor simulation 
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User classes

• You have to write the main() 
• Initialisation classes: 

• G4VUserDetectorConstruction 

• G4VUserPhysicsList 

• G4VUserActionInitialization 

• Action classes 
• G4VUserPrimaryGeneratorAction 

• G4UserRunAction 

• G4UserEventAction 

• G4UserStackingAction 

• G4UserTrackinAction 

• G4UserSteppingAction

�37
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Your program

• Geant4 does not provide a main() 
• In your main(), you have to  
• Construct G4RunManager (sequential mode) 
• Set user mandatory initialisation classes to RunManager 

• G4VUserDetectorConstruction 

• G4VUserPhysicsList 

• G4VUserActionInitialization  

• You can define VisManager, (G)UI session,  
• You can initialise optional user action classes
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Multi-threading in Giant

• Speed-up of simulations even on a laptop  

• More efficient usage of memory: all cores only read geometry 
and physics of the Geant4 simulation (no duplication)

MultithreadParallel
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let’s run an example…



thank you for your attention!


